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Mathematics is …

What is numeracy?
1990s:
Numeracy accepted as “basic maths”
(as opposed to “mathematics” >Year 9/10)
(Coben, FitzSimons, & O’Donoghue, 2002, p. 4)

What is numeracy?
Johnston, 1994:
“Numeracy is a critical awareness which builds
bridges between mathematics and the real
world … In this sense … there is no particular
‘level' of mathematics associated with
[numeracy]: it is as important for an engineer to
be numerate as it is for a primary school child, a
parent, a car driver or a gardener.”

What is numeracy?
Coben, 2002:
An individual is "numerate" if they are able
to judge confidently the type of mathematics
to employ in a given situation, how accurate
that mathematics should be, and, especially,
whether results obtained by using that
mathematics are meaningful in that
particular context.

What is numeracy?

Tertiary Education Quality and Standards
Agency Act, 2011 (TEQSA):
“skill”

What is numeracy?
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF),
2013 (p.11):
“generic skill”
“Generic learning outcomes are the transferrable, non
discipline[-]specific skills a graduate may achieve
through learning that have application in study, work
and life contexts. The four broad categories of generic
learning outcomes recognised in the AQF [include]:
• fundamental skills, such as literacy and numeracy”

What is numeracy?
Australian Curriculum, 2015:
“Numeracy involves students in recognising
and understanding the role of mathematics in
the world and having the dispositions and
capacities to use mathematical knowledge and
skills purposefully”

What is numeracy?
Galligan, 2011:
academic numeracy
• “mathematical competence” in the learner’s
chosen profession;
• a “critical awareness” both of the mathematics
itself and of their own mathematical
knowledge; and
• “confidence, highlighting its deeply affective
nature”

What is numeracy?
Combine Johnston (1994), Coben (2002), Galligan
(2011):
Numeracy (for higher education purposes) could
be defined as:
In a given situation, an individual chooses suitable
mathematics to use, at the appropriate level as
required by the context, applies the mathematics
competently and confidently, and ensures that the
solution fits the situation.

What is numeracy?
? numerical literacy
? a part of literacy
? just one of the academic literacies
? multiliteracies

What is numeracy?
As Johnston (2002, p. 25) states:
“It is one of the difficulties of tracing the
history of developments in adult numeracy,
that its conflation with literacy leaves a
silence”.

What is numeracy?
2015:

Google asked:

“Do you mean literacy?”!

Positioning of numeracy
in Australian universities
Five (5) out of 37 Australian universities
mention numeracy in their policies
on graduate attributes or qualities
Often seen as part of
problem-solving or communication
Only two (2) Australian universities
mention numeracy in its own right

Positioning of numeracy
in Australian universities
Numeracy support for students in
universities:
“fragmented, …, ad hoc, limited, or [none]”
(AALL 2014)

Positioning of numeracy
in Australian universities
2016:
UTS to introduce compulsory “numeracy”
course for first year undergraduates
Arguments, Evidence and Intuition
• focus on statistical awareness

How do we measures a student’s
numeracy?
? what level?
? what context?
? how to measure confidence?
? WHAT to assess?
? Undergraduate version of NAPLAN?!

How do we measures a student’s
numeracy?
? what about maths anxious students?
? Johnston (2002, p. 62):
“If numeracy is not important in an adult’s
life then perhaps we do not need to
measure it, or keep count of its levels and
distribution in the population”.

How do we measures a student’s
numeracy?
BUT
• Numeracy essential for employment and
safety issues (Johnston, 2002).
• “Individuals with low numeracy skills are
disadvantaged members of the
workforce” (Gleeson, 2005, p. 6).

How do we measures a student’s
numeracy?
AND
• Professional bodies tests
− Board of Studies, Teaching and
Educational Standards/NSW Institute of
Teachers
− Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia
(through each accredited trainer)

University of Wollongong
January 2014:
• Call for an “English Language (& Numeracy)
Policy for UOW”
2015:
• We now have an English Language Policy
WHY?

To what height should the numeracy bar
be raised?
Please, let us not advocate HSC Maths for
everyone!
“Let me be clear, this is not about Maths vs.
English. This is about the right to not be
EXTRA miserable in the most painful, boring
two years of your young life: years 11 and 12”
(Martin, 2015, p. 1).

To what height should the numeracy bar
be raised?
Please, let us not advocate HSC Maths for
everyone!
“Even students who have studied calculus often
remain largely ignorant of common abuses of data
and all too often find themselves unable to
comprehend (much less articulate) the nuances of
quantitative inference … it is not calculus but
numeracy that is the key to understanding our datadrenched society” (Steen, 2001, p. 2).

Calls for more participation in
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Maths) courses
BUT
“There’s not much point making something
compulsory if it’s not actually attractive”
(Chief Scientist, 2014).

Support students to develop
“number sense” rather than
relying on memorising and rote
learning

Confidence is important
• Teachers
− anxiety may be transferred to their own
students
• Nurses
− drug calculations
• Many professions

Room for new ways of assessing
• Less reliance on timed examinations!
• Boaler (2015, p. 9) advocates less emphasis on
speed, more on deep and careful thinking and
developing numeracy strategies (maths anxiety
could start in children as young as 5 years old)
• Use of relevant helpful materials (eg studentcreated formula sheets)

? Literacy more important than numeracy?
BUT
?What about funding?
“numeracy appears to be a more potent
predictor of social and economic outcomes
such as health, employment, and higher salary,
compared to literacy” (Tout, 2014).

What about funding?
Dyslexia
very well known
in contrast to
Dyscalculia
Vital that all levels of mathematics be wellfunded and well-researched

SO …
Could there possibly be a link between
• the positioning of numeracy by
Australian universities
and
• the acceptance by society of negative
attitudes and even complacency
towards mathematics and numeracy?

“In mathematics the art of proposing a
question must be held of higher value
than solving it”
(Georg Cantor, 1867)

Music

Dave Brubeck Quartet (1959). Take Five on Time Out
Retrieved from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmDDOFXSgAs
(Dave Brubeck: piano; Joe Morello: drums;
Paul Desmond: saxphone; Eugene Wright: bass)
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